PRODUCTS:

_______________________________________________________________

ITEM #1

Hockley Valley Addiction Workshop  2011  (Value $74.95)

About the Workshop

The struggle with addictions may well be one of the foremost defining health challenges of our age. It most certainly is one of the core power challenges. Every person has at least three core addictions that govern their life. These addictions may not be those generally associated with the addicted personality; namely: drugs, alcohol, food, and sex. But make no mistake, there is a secondary ring of addictions and even a third ring that is even more subtle that people would not even consider as addictions, yet they are exactly that. Among these more subtle additions are: power, glamour, fantasy literature, attention, money, shopping, negativity, propaganda, complaining, relationship crises, and a computer social life.

_______________________________________________________________


ITEM #2

Defy Gravity - The Application of Mystical Laws into your Everyday Life  -  2010  (Value $74.95)

About the Workshop

These workshops had the theme of mystical consciousness and learning about the nature of the soul, based on my work in Entering the Castle. The significant difference was the mystical contents—helping people understand the power of reflection, contemplation, their inner being, prayer, and the nature of the soul. These workshops led people across a mystical inner drawbridge into their interior castle, the metaphor Teresa of Avila used for the soul. And in making this journey, workshop participants experienced what these great mystics mastered so well—they “defied gravity.”
		
_______________________________________________________________


ITEM #3

Medical Intuition  -  2011  (Value $74.95)


About the Seminar

Norm Shealy, M.D., Ph.D., and I are delighted to announce that we are once again teaming up to teach a weekend-seminar on Medical Intuition: An Exploration into the Science of the Soul. Norm and I have spearheaded this field for twenty-five-years and have both come to believe that medical intuition is a true “science of the soul”, if not the core one. Hundreds of thousands of people have benefited from the work that we have done together and now thousands of people are pursuing careers as medical initiatives. In the years to come, without a doubt, medical intuitives will become familiar staff positions in health facilities because as medicine and science move ever forward, the obvious research points in the direction of the power of human consciousness as key to quality of life in the physical domain. For that reason alone, the study of this vastly intriguing “science of the soul” should be an essential part of everyone’s personal education on who they are and how they truly function within the body/mind/spirit template of life and health.

_______________________________________________________________

TOTAL VALUE:   $225    ($224.85)
OFFERED FOR: $97

Over 55% Off


_______________________________________________________________
BONUSES:   NONE

_______________________________________________________________
GIFTS:



GIFT #1    

Carolyn's Online Salon

About the Salon

Welcome to The Salon, a Mystery School I founded ten years ago for sharing a wide spectrum of relevant information to enrich your life. The Salon is an interactive forum because it reflects what you’ve told me are your most pressing problems, areas of interest, and questions. I designed The Salon to be a spiritual think-tank to address your ever-evolving needs as you pursue your authentic self.

As an on-going resource for practical spiritual direction, The Salon introduces you to innovative strategies to navigate a rapidly-changing world. Each issue is devoted to One Universal Truth and how it can manifest a significant difference in your life and promote healing on all levels.

I like to think of The Salon as a laboratory for my current research, with original insights that eventually find their way into future books, workshops, and programs. If you want to understand where we are in our spiritual consciousness and where we’re headed, then please join me in this exciting venture. And membership in The Salon brings you bonus audio and video programs along with free access to an extensive library spanning ten years of previous Salon Newsletters!

~ Carolyn

_______________________________________________________________
FULFILLMENT:



ITEM 1:    http://store.myss.com/june-2012-aware-show-offer-p1790direct.aspx     (Direct Checkout) 
ITEM 2:    http://store.myss.com/june-2012-aware-show-offer-p1790direct.aspx     (Direct Checkout) 
ITEM 3:    http://store.myss.com/june-2012-aware-show-offer-p1790direct.aspx     (Direct Checkout) 

GIFT 1:	  David Smith will need a CSV list of the people who request the gift to send them access codes.   smith events@gmail.com   847-404-4938



Guest’s Name: 							Carolyn Myss
Guest’s Contact URL or Email Address:   	smith events@gmail.com   (David Smith)
Digital Download Products Delivered By:   	Links to pre-existing page as shown above. THEY PROCESS THE ORDER.
Physical Shipment Products Delivered By:  	No physical products
Digital download Gifts Delivered By:     		David Smith will need a CSV list of the gift requests. 
							He will activate the list for login at 
							http://www.myss.com/CMED/learning/salon.asp


